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PRODUCT
ANNOUNCEMENT

December, 2012

NEW from Fluke!
Introducing a new product category: Visual IR thermometers

Announcing the new Fluke VT02 Visual IR Thermometer:
A tool so groundbreaking, we had to invent a new category.

Customers spoke and we listened!!! They asked for a product as convenient as a spot thermometer, as insightful as a
thermal imager, with the visual context of a digital camera. The VT02 Visual IR Thermometer combines the convenience
of a spot thermometer with the visual advantage of a thermal imager creating a brand new tool category – a
troubleshooting camera with infrared heat map.

Using hyper-thin pyroelectric technology, Fluke discovered a way to push the limits of this technology pioneering an array
dense enough to create an infrared heat map. The VT02 Visual IR Thermometer is the missing link– the ultimate in-
between tool for those times when a single spot temperature reading isn’t enough and a high-resolution thermal image is
more than you need, or can afford.

VT02 Visual IR
Thermometer Full visual Full thermal 50% blend clearly

identifies location

Now your customers can detect and capture issues instantaneously with digital and thermal blended images, pinpoint hot
and cold spots with temperature markers, and document problems efficiently with SmartView® professional reporting
software!

It’s everything your customers ever wanted, but until now, never existed.
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Key Features and benefits:

Measure with confidence

Traditional infrared thermometers are affordable and convenient, but they only
show an average temperature of an area and the farther away, the larger the
area measured. Because traditional infrared thermometers only measure an
average area, it is often impossible to accurately identify what you are actually
measuring; with the Fluke VT02 Visual Thermometer you get the visual image
of exactly what you are measuring.

Detect issues instantaneously

Eliminate the tedious tasks of taking multiple grid readings and manual
recording of temperature measurements with an IR thermometer. Lose the
pen, paper, and clipboard, the Fluke VT02 saves a blended infrared and visual
image with every image capture instantly!  In one blended picture your
customers get the complete picture and can compare readings from different
dates which saves them valuable time and ultimately money.

Pinpoint with hot and cold markers.

Half of the issue is detecting where it started. While a blended picture speaks a
thousand words, so do hot (red box) and cold (blue box) spot markers.  When
you see a hot or cold spot, you can save the image with the temperature
reading and pinpoint the exact location using the blending between full thermal
to full visual.

Document problems with SmartView® software - a brilliant way to sell
yourself

Producing a professional report with Smartview® Software is just as powerful
as the VT02 tool itself.  Your customers will be able to communicate the issues
that they’ve detected or document repairs that have been fixed.

Troubleshoot efficiently

The greatest technological advancement may be how Fluke has made it so
simple to capture and blend images.  Compact and intuitive, the Fluke VT02’s
point & shoot focus free design starts finding problems right out of the box with
little to no training required.

Expand diagnostic services with the Visual Infrared Thermometer.

The first to find the problem is oftentimes the first in line to fix the problem.
Telling someone they have a problem is not nearly as convincing as proving
your point with a visual image blended with a thermal heat map.  With the
striking affordability of the VT02, your clients can add a high margin service and
move from buying one thermal imager for their company to a business
expanding tool for each associate.
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Key applications and benefits by customer:

Electricians/Electrical
contractors

Industrial & Mechanical
maintenance

HVAC/R/Plumbing
contractor

Automotive General & Building
Maintenance

Applications
• Inspect electrical

panels, breaks, and
switchgear

• Check temps of high-
voltage equipment,
and transformers from
a safe distance

• Detect heating of
fuses, wires,
insulators, connectors,
splices, switches

• Overloaded motors
due to possible
harmonic currents

• Rotating motors and
other machinery

• Motor starter relay
contacts and
overloads

• Pumps, bearings and
windings

• Belts & drive shafts
• Boiler operations and

steam systems
• Performance

verifications
• Production process
• Preventive

Maintenance

• Check temp of ducts,
furnace exteriors,
stream traps, heat
exchangers

• Take suction line
temps for superheat

• Ambient temp
readings

• Outlet/inlet air
• Refrigeration

equipment, freezers,
AC condenser temps
to look for blockages

• Chiller input/output
• Average over

condenser coil for
energy audit

• Check engine,
brakes and
heating/cooling
systems

• Performance
verification

• Wiring
• Bearings
• Exhaust system
• Hydraulics
• Compressor
• Seals

• HVAC
maintenance

• Refrigeration
equipment,
freezers, AC
condenser
temps to look for
blockages

• Check temp of
ducts, furnace
exteriors,
stream traps,
heat exchangers

• Motors, pumps,
& belts

Benefits
• Eliminate the tedious

tasks of taking multiple
grid readings and
manual recording of
temperature readings
with a traditional IR
thermometer.

• Expand business or
prove work was
completed properly
with saved images and
professional reports

• Increase productivity
by instantaneously
identifying hot and
cold spots.

• Preventive
maintenance
comparing
temperature between
two objects over time
(with time stamped
images)

• Eliminate the tedious
tasks of taking
multiple grid readings
and manual recording
of temperature
readings with a
traditional IR
thermometer.

• Troubleshoot
efficiently moving from
1 shared thermal
imaging tool to a
troubleshooting tool
for each associate
that requires little/no
training.

• Increase productivity
by instantaneously
identifying hot and
cold spots.

• Eliminate the tedious
tasks of taking
multiple grid readings
and manual recording
of temperature
readings with a
traditional IR
thermometer.

• Expand business or
prove work was
completed properly
with saved images
and professional
reports

• Increase productivity
by instantaneously
identifying hot and
cold spots.

• Eliminate the
tedious tasks of
taking multiple
grid readings and
manual recording
of temperature
readings with a
traditional IR
thermometer.

• Prove work was
completed
properly with
saved images
and professional
reports

• Increase
productivity by
instantaneously
identifying hot
and cold spots.

• Eliminate the
tedious tasks of
taking multiple
grid readings
and manual
recording of
temperature
readings with a
traditional IR
thermometer.

• Expand
business or
prove work was
completed
properly with
saved images
and professional
reports
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Basic product specifications:

 Hot and cold spot markers: available in visual, infrared and blended views
 Temperature measurement range: -10 °C to +250 °C (14 °F to 482 °F)
 Accuracy: ± 2 °C or 2 % (at 25 °C nominal, whichever is greater), as tested
 Thermal and visual image Blending: 0 to 100% blend, shown in 25% increments
 Field of view: 20° x 20°
 Focus System: Focus Free
 Storage Medium: Up to 10,000 images stored on micro-SD card, easy download to PC and import into software
 4 standard AA cell batteries, for 8 hours of continuous battery life
 Includes SmartView® analysis and reporting software
 Utilizes hyper-thin pyroelectric array technology

Note: for detailed specifications, please see Technical Data Sheets

Included accessories:

 Hard case
 Micro-SD card
 Micro-SD conversion adapter to

standard
 AA Batteries (4)
 Lanyard
 Printed Quick Start guides (EN, FR,

DE, ES, Simplified Chinese)
 SmartView® analysis and reporting

software CD
 Manual and Quick Start Guide on CD

(21 languages)

Introduction schedule:

 Public Embargo: December 16, 2012
 Open for orders: December 6, 2012
 Live on www.fluke.com : December 12, 2012
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Product pricing and ordering information:

Fluke
model

Part
number UPC codes

Product including packaging
Origin Canadian list

priceLength
Width

Height Weight

VT02 4253599 0 95969 64906 3 8.25 cm
(3.25 in)

26.67 cm
(10.5 in)

21.6 cm
(8.5 in)

1.08 kg
(2.4 lbs) UK $895.00

ECCN for VT02: 6A993
Harmonization Code: 9027504020

Distributor Discount Schedule:

Same discount as Fluke digital multimeters applies to VT02.

Service plan:

 Standard two year warranty
 Recommended calibration cycle: 2 years

Fluke Partner Portal information:

Get the information you need to market and sell these tools instantly!
Download digital files from the Fluke Partner Portal, including:

 Brochure/Technical data sheet pdfs
 Brochure pdfs
 Print advertisement pdfs
 E-campaign assets (email)
 Press release
 Photography

Partner Portal assets go live date: December 6, 2012.

If you have not already registered for access to the Fluke Partner Portal, please go to https://support.fluke.com and
select Partner Portal – Fluke Industrial Products from the pull down menu, then click register.  Complete the
registration form and submit it.  Your submittal will be approved with 48 hours, at which time you will receive a
confirming e-mail with a reminder of the user name and password you selected.  Only Fluke distributors and sales
staff, not end-user customers, may access the Fluke Partner Portal.
You can also order Fluke literature at http://marcomcentral.app.pti.com/ccsprinting/testandmeasurement Self
register and you’ll get access to all the sales tools to help you sell.
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Fluke Partner Portal information

Get the information you need to market and sell this tools instantly!

ITEM DESCRIPTION LITERATURE NUMBER
Brochure/data sheet:
US/Canadian English (PN: 4272478)
Canadian French (PN: 4259189)

4 page, 8.25 x 11” Available from Fluke literature, on
the Partner Portal

Media Advertisements:
See beyond temperature, full page ad
English (PN: 4276102)

Media Advertisements, in various formats for use in
trade publications Available on the Partner Portal

Media Advertisements:
Tool of the trade, full page ad English (PN:
4276080)

Media Advertisements, in various formats for use in
trade publications Available on the Partner Portal

Web:
VT02  Launch banner ads English (PN:
4278392), html email (PN: 4278389),
landing page (PN: 4278377)

Banner ads in various sizes, fluke branded html email
and landing pages for distributor sites in various sizes. Available on the Partner Portal

Miscellaneous sales tools:
Emissivity Table chart pdf English (PN:
3038318) PDF with Emissivity values Available on the Partner Portal

Fluke SmartView® Technical Data Sheet
(PN: 2690044) Specifications information 2690044, pdf only - Available on the

Partner Portal website

Catalog Copy Catalog Copy Available on the Partner Portal
website

Application Photography Application photography showing the thermal imagers
in use.

Available on the Partner Portal
website

Product Photography “Beauty shots” showing the product from various
perspectives

Available on the Partner Portal
website

Press Release Press release Available on the Partner Portal
website

Good luck and Good Selling!

Best regards,

Eddy Zompa
National Sales Manager - Industrial
Fluke Electronics Canada LP
Email: eddy.zompa@fluke.com


